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STURM-LIOUVILLE EQUATIONS
WITH BESICOVITCH ALMOST-PERIODICITY

A. DZURNAK AND A. B. MINGARELLI

(Communicated by Kenneth R. Meyer)

Abstract. In this article we extend a former result [Proc. Amer. Math. Soc.

97, (1986), 269-272] dealing with the oscillation of (Bohr) almost-periodic
Sturm-Liouville operators to the generalization of such as considered by Besi-

covitch. This includes all the classical extensions of almost periodic functions

as considered by Stepanoff and Weyl.

1. Introduction

Let V: R —► R, be locally Lebesgue integrable and consider the scalar second-

order differential equation

(1.1) (*) -y"(x) + kV(x)y(x) = 0,        -oo<x<+oo,

where A is a real nonzero coupling constant and where V is a real generalized

almost-periodic function in the sense of Bohr, Stepanoff, Weyl, or Besicovitch.

Each such stated class of functions is included in the next one [1, p. 76] or [2,

p. 95]. Bohr a.p. functions are, by definition, continuous whereas the others are

not necessarily so.

The class of Besicovitch almost-periodic functions, for example, is defined as

the closure of the set of all finite trigonometric polynomials in the Besicovitch

seminorm, || ||B , (see [1] or [2] for details):

\V\\B = limsnp±-f   \V(s)\ds.
T—oo    ¿1   J-T

These functions may be characterized by "translation properties", as in the

Bohr case [1, p. 77 ff.]. The mean value, M{V} , of such a generalized almost-

periodic function V always exists, is finite, and is uniform with respect to a ,

for -oo < a < +00 [1, p. 93, Lemma 4 and Corollary 1], where

M{V}= lim ■= f   V(s + a)ds.
Jor—co T
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It is immediate from the translation properties of such functions that A7{|F|}

always exists, since \V\ enjoys the same almost-periodic properties as does V,

and is finite [1, p. 94, Lemma 5].

In a previous paper [4], it was shown that under the assumption that V is real

Bohr almost-periodic, V not identically zero, the equation (1.1) is oscillatory at

both +oo and -co for every real X not zero if and only if M{V} = 0. This

was extended slightly in [7] to include the case of generalized almost-periodic

functions in the sense of Stepanoff, under the tacit assumption that either V

or its indefinite integral is uniformly bounded on R.

In each of the cited works use is made of the Bohr uniqueness theorem

whereby a non-negative a.p. function with mean value equal to zero must vanish

identically, if it is Bohr a.p., or vanish a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure,

if it is Stepanoff a.p. It is a classical result that this uniqueness theorem fails in

the Weyl or Besicovitch case.

It turns out that a natural (a priori) condition, namely, that A7{|F|} > 0, is

needed in addition to the original one, that is, M{v} = 0, in order to extend the

result of [4] to the Stepanoff, Weyl and Besicovitch cases, and that the former

condition is necessary. This is seen by the counterexample to the sufficiency, if

M{\V\} = 0 and M{V} = 0, at the end of §2.
Equation (1.1) is said to be oscillatory at +co and -co if every solution

has an infinity of zeros accumulating only at +co and —oo. It is said to be

nonoscillatory on [a, co) if every nontrivial solution has only finitely many zeros

there.

Furthermore, it is known that if V is Bohr a.p. then the equation

y" + V(x)y = 0,       xgR,

is either oscillatory at +co and -co or else is disconjugate on R, see [6, Lemma

1] or [3, p. 25, proof of Theorem 14]. This result has been extended to the

Stepanoff a.p. case in [7, p. 48, Theorem 2.7.1]. We show here that this is, in

general, false for Weyl a.p. functions, see the end of §2. We note, in passing,

that the class of all Weyl a.p. functions is quite large and includes L(R). See

[1, p. 77] for the definition of the former class.

2. We prove the following results:

Theorem 1. Let V be Besicovitch almost-periodic and assume that

(2.1) M{\V\}>0.

Then (1.1) is oscillatory at +c© and -co for every real À not equal to zero if

and only if M{V} = 0.

We postpone the proof until §3.

Corollary 1. Let V be Stepanoff a.p., V(x) not a.e. zero.

Then (1.1) is oscillatory at -fco and -co, for every real X not zero, if and

only if M{V} = 0.
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Of course, the proof of this result is an immediate consequence of the Stepan-

off uniqueness theorem, see e.g., [7], and Theorem 1. Since every Bohr a.p.

function is Stepanoff a.p. this corollary includes the main result in [4].

Now the function

V(x) = exp(-x ),        - co < x < +00,

is Weyl a.p., [1, p. 77] and M{V} = 0 = A7{|F|}. Moreover, the equation

(1.1) is nonoscillatory on (-co, + co) if X > 0. This shows that (2.1) cannot

be waived, in general.

Next, let V be defined on R as follows: On [0,co), V(x) = l/2(x+ l)2,

while on (-co, 0], V(x) = 1 /8(x - 1 )2. Since each of these V gives rise to an

Euler equation on the respective half-axes, we see that the resulting equation is

oscillatory on [0,oo) and nonoscillatory on (-co,0]. Moreover, V is Weyl

a.p. as it is in L(R).

3. The proof of the main theorem is based upon the following interesting com-

parison theorem of Levin [5], and some results of independent interest.

Lemma 1. Let (p{. [a, b] —► R, be in L(a, b) for i = 1,2. If xx(t) is a solution

of the equation

x" + cpx(t)x = 0,       tG[a,b]

which does not vanish on [a, b] and for each t in [a, b] there holds

-x'x(a)/xx(a)+     <px(s)ds > \-x'2(a)/x2(a)+     <p2(s)ds\
Ja Ja

for some solution x2 of the equation

x" + <p2(t)x = 0,       te[a,b]

then x2(t) does not vanish on [a,b] and

-x'x(t)/xx(t)> \x'2(t)/x2(t)\,       tG[a,b].

Proof. This is actually given in [5, Theorem 1].

Corollary 2. Let Vi:[a,b]—>R satisfy the conditions of the lemma, for i = 1,2.

Let Zj(t) denote the solutions of the Riccati equation

z'(t)-z2(t) + V(t) = 0,       tG[a,b].

Assume that zx(t) is finite on [a,b]. If for each t in [a,b] there holds

rt ft

zx(a)- /   Vx(s)ds>\z2(a)- /   V2(s)ds\,
Ja Ja

then z2(t) is also finite on [a,b] and

zx(t)>\z2(t)\,       tG[a,b].

Proof. This is essentially an immediate consequence of the lemma as is seen by

setting ft = -Vn and zt{t) = -x'^/x^t).
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Lemma 2. Let V: [0, oo) —► R be locally integrable. Assume that V has a mean

value, M{V}, defined above, and M{V} = 0.

If z(x) is a finite solution of the equation

(3.1) z'-z2 + V = 0,       forx>0,

then

1    fT   2
(3.2) lim - /    z2(s)ds = 0,

Proof. It suffices to show that

1   fT   2
lim sup— /    z (s)ds = 0.

T^oo     I   Jo

Assume the contrary. Applying (3.1) to [0, T], we have,

(3.3) z(T)/T = z(0)/T-(l/T) [   V(s)ds + (l/T) f   z2(s)ds
Jo Jo

holding for each T > 0. Since M{V} = 0 the initial assumption implies the

existence of a sequence { Tn } , Tn —► co, for which

2
z(Tn)/Tn > m , where m > 0.

Furthermore, we have

(3.4) /   V(s)ds
Jo

<m2T/4,       T>Tfí,

for T0 sufficiently large. Hence, for x > Tn > TQ , a double application of (3.4)

shows that,

/   V(s)ds<(x + T)m2/4=Tnm2/2+ [  m2/4ds.
Jt„ Jt„

The latter implies that

(3.5) z(Tn)- i" V(s)ds>z(Tn)-Tnm2/2- (* m2/4ds>0,
Jt„ Jt„

provided [z(FJ - Fnzn2/4]/(m2/4) > x > Tn > TQ . Since z(Tn) > Tnm2, the

former inequality is verified whenever 3Tn > x > Tn > T0. In order to use

Levin's comparison theorem, we compare the equations (3.1) and

(3.6) z'-z2 + (zzz2/4) = 0,        on[Tn,3TJ,

where Tn> T0. Let z2(t) be a solution of (3.6) satisfying the initial condition

(3.7) z2(rj = z(FJ-r„zrz2/2.

Then applying (3.5) and Corollary 2, we find that z2 is finite on [Tn, 3FJ for

each sufficiently large n . But since z(Tn) > Tnm we also have z2(Tn) —► co,

as zz —> co . Moreover,

z(x)>\z2(x)\,       on[Tn,3TJ.
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We now compare the solution of (3.6) satisfying (3.7) with a solution, z3(x),

of the differential inequality

z'-z2 + (m2/4)<0,

for which z}(Tn)

(3-8)

on[T„,3FJ,

z2(Tn). A standard comparison theorem now shows that

z2(x) > z3(x),       on[Tn,3Tn],

where z3(x) is given by

z3(x) = zzz/2 +l/(Tn-x+ l/[z2(Tn) - m/2]).

Now, if zz is sufficiently large, the point

Tn + i/[z2(Tn)-m/2]G[Tn,3Tn]

since z2(Tn) —> co with zz. Thus, for such zz, it follows that there exists an

x G [Tn , 3FJ, at which z3(x) becomes unbounded, i.e., z2(x) cannot be finite

on [Tn , 3FJ for such n , on account of (3.8). This, in turn, implies that z(x)

must become unbounded on such an interval for each sufficiently large zz, which

is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1. The necessity is proved in [4] where the theorem is

stated for V a Bohr almost-periodic function. The proof is valid for the class

of Besicovitch almost-periodic functions with no change (see [4, Remark]), since

the necessity requires merely the "uniformity" of the mean value as stated at

the outset.

Sufficiency. It suffices to show that (1.1), with X = 1, is oscillatory on R.

If V is Bohr almost periodic the proof can be found in [6, Theorem 4] or

[3, Theorem 14] or [7, p. 32, Theorem 2.5.12]. Let us assume, on the contrary,

that (1.1), with X = 1, has a solution y that is nonoscillatory at -f-co or -co.

Without loss of generality we can suppose that y is nonoscillatory at +co and

that v is positive on [0, oo) (as the choice of the left end-point is immaterial

in what follows).

Setting z = -y'/y we see that z satisfies the Riccati equation (3.1) for

x > 0, and that z is finite for any x > 0. Let S > 0 be an arbitrary constant.

Then
rx+S rx+S

/X+O rX+OV = (l/S) z2-z(x + S)/ô + z(x)/ô.

We now apply the natural Besicovitch seminorm, || \\B,, essentially a restriction

of || ||fi to a semiaxis, defined by

limsup(l/F)/    \f(s)\ds,
r-»oo Jo

B'

to find

(3.9)
0< I/o)

rx+S

J x

< (1

rx+S

J X

+ \\z(x + ô)/S\\B, + \\z(x)/o\\,
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Since  M{V} = 0, Lemma 2 shows that  M{z } = 0, and consequently,

||z||B, = 0. It now follows that also ||z(x + r5)||B, = 0, for each ö > 0.

Now, a change of variable in the inner integral followed by an application of

Fubini's theorem shows that, for each 8 > 0,

(1/TÔ)       /      z2(r)drds = (l/TÔ)       /   z2(r + s)dsdr
Jo    Js Jo   Jo

rS    rT+S
< (1/TÔ) í   [      z\s)dsdr

Jo Jo
-T+Ö

<(l/T)f      z2(s)ds.
Jo

Passing to the limit as T —► oo, we see that, for each ô > 0,

rx+ârx+o

(l/ô) z2(s)ds
J x

= 0,

B'

since M{z } = 0. Applying the foregoing results to (3.9) we find that for each

S>0,
rx+S

(1IS)
J X

V(s) ds = 0.

B'

Since V is Besicovitch almost periodic [1, p. 97, Lemma],

rx+S

lim
<5-»0

V(x)-(l/S) [      V(s)ds
J x

= 0.

A combination of the last two results shows that

IIFII    =0IIY \\b'     u-

But since Af{|F|} = ||F||B,, we get the desired contradiction.

We note, in passing, that the choice of seminorm used above, namely the

B- or 77'-seminorm is a matter of indifference since either one generates the

same space of Besicovitch a.p. functions (see [1] or [2]). thus the Ti'-seminorm

could well have been used in the definition at the outset rather than our B-

seminorm.
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